
 
 

Classic Fantasy ASHFAR Campaign 
 

 
House Rules 

 
We will be using the core Classic Fantasy rules with a few minor changes, there is no raise dead spells for a 
start. 
 
Experience Rolls [ER]- are handed out  by me when you can rest and learn from your experiences, normally 
somewhere safe for at least a day. This is when any modifier for Charisma can apply if you are resting in an 
area with enough friendly people to be able to use your Charisma to gain an advantage from them. This is also 
when human characters gain their extra ER as well. 
Therefore it pays to find a good base of operations to work from. 
 
You gain ER in different ways, first a session award of one ER, then some for overcoming challenges and also 
story experience awards for obtaining objectives in the adventures, each of these will be of one or more points.  
You will gain and be able to use your Experience Rolls to increase skills or gain levels only when you are in a 
safe place where you can reflect on your experiences. Normally you will be limited to no more than a quarter of 
these points to any one skill at one go. Training requires the normal time as per the rules. 
All experience will be tracked by me, so I have a complete running total for the entire campaign and it will only 
be given out when you can rest. 
 
There is no raise dead or similar restore life spells in this world, once a person is dead they remain dead. 
 
Character Sheets - I will keep the master sheets for everyone's character at my house as well as on computer 
as usual.  
This is to make sure that the sheets are always present for a game. Extremely useful in that you don't have to 
remember to bring them and if someone can't make it, I have the character's information available. I will send E 
copies of these for anyone so that you can study, ponder, whatever, but the official ones will be the ones that I 
have on the computer and what it says is final. 
So keep the master paper copy up to date and clear as I update the computer master from them. 
 
Absent Players - Characters of players that can not make a session are delegated to the background. They can 
supply support but not lead, as will any NPC's picked up by the party. [Assume the PC has a cold or just feeling 
under the weather or distracted if in urban area]. Not leading means not being the main scout, or point man in 
combat, not taking the lead in conversations etc, but they will join in combat if needed, cast spells in support 
etc. As long as a player character is in this position they will not die but can end up seriously injured and near to 
death.  
If the character is used in a more leading roll, only with the players permission, then it can be killed. 
 
Tongues 
Common Tongue is a Pidgin mix of Elfish and various human languages, used mainly to get by in different 
countries by people who travel, or for documents between countries, most people use there own Language for 
day to day stuff and only use common for basic talking with outsiders. All conversations done in common  need 
a easy roll due to the variations in the vocabulary. [Think Latin in Medieval Europe]   
 
Other Tongues - Humans have many tongues though some may come from the same roots, while the Dwarfs, 
Elves Halflings and others each have a racial tongue again with variations due to area.   
 
Literacy - Not all human NPC commoners are literate, but all Classes are as are all Elf's, Haflings, Gnomes, 
Dwarfs, and human merchants, nobles and craftsmen. Others may only be able to read very slowly and write a 
few lines badly. 
 



 
 

Things to make life easier 
 

The best thing to make life easier is to know the rules as best you can. This doesn't mean all of them (I don't 
even know them all), but at least those that pertain directly to your character. This includes special class 
abilities the character has along with skills, spells, etc. The only other big area to know is the combat rules 
knowing them makes the game go faster. 
 
Another thing to do is during a combat situation, be prepared with your next action. Combat takes the longest 
amount of time when players are not prepared to decide what they are going to do. It should not be hard to at 
least have some idea of what you want to do next. I have to do it with all your enemies. Most combats do not 
take more than a few rounds 6-10 turns at the most. This will help to keep everything moving smoothly. If you 
delay too long in deciding, 30seconds, I'll just say you are performing the delaying action.  
The same is true of combat effects, have some in your head or on paper ready to use so you are not thinking 
about it every combat. 
 
Procedures 
While the game session is being played my word is law.  
This is not to say that I won't listen to an argument or objection, but I will not and can not, let the argument 
prevent us from playing. If you have an objection to something currently going on, raise the issue and we will 
discuss it briefly, I mean briefly. I will then make a ruling that will be in effect from that point forward. If you 
wish to discuss the issue again, just bring it up anytime after the session with me or by email. I will be more 
than happy to hash anything out and will change the ruling, if necessary for the future. 
I will also be rolling some skill rolls for your characters, especially when using certain skills where the outcome 
should be just a description instead of you realizing if you succeeded or not. I will try to keep these to a 
minimum.  
 
Avoid meta-gaming talk during the session. For example, telling another player to perform an action 
differently to what they said, or second guessing yours or another's  action.  
Meta-gaming talk that takes place where it might be appropriate is fine, like after a fight and you want to 
analyse what you have all done. Just realize that time WILL pass while you are talking/debating and other 
things may or may not happen. This game world should be dynamic and I intend it to be so. 
 

 
MOST IMPORTANT - please remember we are playing to have FUN. Always try to remember this. I am 
always open to feedback of any kind, whether personally or by group. But this best done at the end of a session 
or by e-mail later rather than in the middle of the game session. 

 
 



 
 

Player Character Creation 
 

Player Characters can start out as any race or class, including Half Dark Elf,  but not Dark Elf, and can also be 
of any alignment passion you desire as long as it can allow you all to work together, therefore some evil ones 
will be difficult to play although not impossible, all this is dependent on your starting homeland. Read the info 
below it will give you the campaign lands background, and ideas of where to base your character's childhood.  
 
All characters will be built by die roll, as per the CF rules P7. Each character will start with standard equipment 
[P14] plus one Extra Healing potion.  
 
If you can not reach the class minimum in one or two characteristics then you may take a maximum of two 
points off your highest characteristic, as long as it does not reduce it below its class requirement, to add to the 
low ones to bring them up to the required minimum level. If you still can not make a particular class you might 
have to try another class instead.  
 
You will be starting in Greymoor City having just finished your basic guild training there or having just arrived 
there. You may not even be 1st level at this point. 
 
As there are only four of you I would suggest that some of you might want to take a multi class character where 
possible. This will allow you to cover more options with the least problems. However its your choice of 
character and party makeup, most should work and anyway you can learn new skills as you go unlike in D&D. 
In this case you will not lose the experience for having only two classes but will if you have three.  
 
The Bard class is called the jack of all trades, to make that true the class has access to all its professional skills 
however if he takes more than three all the professional skills must have at least 5% added and the max for all 
the class skills is 10% rather than 15. 
 
 
All characters need the following as part of creation -  
Country of Origin [see below] 
Star Sign with a birth mark [see later] 
A optional Deity or Pantheon she follows [see below] 
Passions linked to Alignment, Home, Star sign, Deity and Class 
Aims in life  
A Background Event and his family as Mythras P18-25 
Social class can be rolled, you can not be a outcast or slave so take the next highest, or you can be just a 
freeman. Paladins and Cavaliers have to be at least Gentry so can take that if rolled lower. 
 
 
Character Questionnaire 
The Basics - 
1 - What is your characters 

full name? 
2 - List any nick name used.  
 
Background - 
1 - What are your hobbies, 

make sure you take that as 
your extra skill? 

2 - List a couple of your 
favourite foods or drinks. 

3 - List a couple of your 
favourite things etc. 

 
Personality - 
1 - List any physical traits. 
2 - List any positive or 'good' 

mental traits. 
3 - List any negative or 'bad' 

mental traits. 
4 - List any social traits. 
5 - Any quirks and habits, 

both good and bad? 

Outlook on life - Passions 
1 - What are your short and or 

long term goals? 
2 - What are your hopes and 

fears? 
3 - What is it that drives you? 
4 - Do you have a religious 

belief?  
5 - How do you see yourself? 
6 - How do other see you? 

 
 



 
 

A brief history of the Known World 
 

Ashfar is just one of many worlds in the Material Plane, each is different and only the wisest scholars even 
know there is more than world. On top of that there are the Inner Planes, Astral Plane, Ethereal Plane and Outer 
planes. Ashfar has been inhabited for longer than even the Elves can remember all races have a distant racial 
memory of being created by 'Nuith', the stars, the elves have written records if they can be found. The gods they 
all worship are parts of or the essence of 'Nuith' as well. There are stories about the ending of the stars and the 
coming of the never ending darkness in all cultures some look forward to that others fear it. Ashfar in general 
will look and feel like a early renaissance high medieval society, although some races or nations may be behind 
that in some ways. 
 
Human empires have risen and fallen as have those of the other races over the eons. So there are ruins of 
forgotten empires and races from before records where kept or the current human empires rose. The current 
human countries of Ashfar range from cosmopolitan democracies where races of all kinds freely mingle to 
entrenched bastions of tradition where the same race or class has been dominant for centuries. From small city 
states to empires. Unlike other worlds, where different cultures slowly reached out to encounter one another, 
Ashfar has had a transport hub for the past few thousand or more years. The Elf civilisation that rules it has had 
an impact upon virtually all of the humanoid races even the gobliniods. Civilisations from all over the world 
have been brought into contact with each other via the Xoth Sarandi sea-gates. This has led to a global culture 
of suavity and acceptance in which you are just as likely to encounter a half-naked barbarian walking down the 
street as you are to meet a noble in his finery. Below are brief summaries of the various nations of Ashfar. 
Although most never travel far from home, many merchants, adventurers and messengers do, often using the 
gates to shorten journeys.  Over its history Ashfar has had many wars some small, some for independence and 
others on a global scale. The big wars seem to always tie in to the Equinox and bring massive destruction while 
the smaller wars between cities, nations or peoples happen all over the time & place.  Due to the power of 
divine and arcane magic wars tend to be short and tend to be with small armies as large armies find it hard to 
avoid magical attack. 
 
Customs Skill 'Cultural Customs' - a characters cultural outlook is based on her local customs skill, it reflects 
inbuilt cultural biases and therefore the way the character reacts in certain situations as well as what he might 
know about the world around them. 
 
Guilds & Brotherhoods - There are many guilds & brotherhoods in the world from Wizards and Religious to 
Craft and Fighter or Noble Houses, some people belong to more than one. Members will normally, not so for 
secret guilds who have more secret ways of identifying each other, wear a badge or badges boldly on their tunic 
or armour. Major guilds like the wizards and clerical orders as well as nobles wear distinctive tunics and robes 
with or without a hat, the more elaborate fancy and expensive the more important.  This allows members to 
know each other and increase the presence of that guild., as well as showing their rank in that group, it also 
allows others to recognise important people.  All members have to pay dues which are used to support those in 
need and to train young members, this due is often 5% of their wealth. All members of a craft guild have access 
to low level magical effects which are linked to their trade and are there to help craftsmen in their work. Guild 
members will know one effect per level in the guild and use their craft skill to cast it. Casting takes time, 
normally a minute  increased to 5 minutes to make it an easy roll and to 30 minutes to make it a very easy roll. 
So a apprentice silversmith might have Polish to help in their work, a weapon smith might have Chill to keep 
the water he plunges the weapon into ice cold, farmers might have Tidy to make sure seed is placed properly or 
Moisten to help it get started. Some of these effects are Cantrips others are guild secrets, none are much use for 
adventurers.  Wizards can do all of them much faster due to there deep training, as can most Elves due to their 
magical nature.  
 
The various Class are also often guilds. 
So all warriors are members of the Fighters Guild, with only the best moving up the ranks. This guild includes 
the Berserker and Cavalier classes as well although both might well be members of a tribe guild or the nobles. 
Also often many others who can fight will join the fighters guild as a common member in addition to being a 
member of a different guild.  



 
 

The Peoples 
 

Elves - of all types are the magical elder race, the first in Ashfar, they are now in retreat and decline as is the 
magic they could control, they have never had any use for technology always using magic instead. Eons ago 
they colonised the eastern lands from their island home of Xoth Sarandi, building magical sea-gates from that 
island to the east continent of the world. To the 'primitive' races that occupied this continent, they brought their 
own advanced civilisation, with all the arcane secrets that elves are renowned for. In some places, they ruled 
over the primitives like despots, turning the other races into slaves. In others, they went so far as to teach the 
secrets of high magic to the natives, seeing it as a life-improving technology that they would need in order to 
advance themselves. This tended to stifle technological advances, so the world has had little in the way of 
advances over thousands of years, with the decline of the elf's this is changing. 
 
That empire is now gone, having fallen before the last equinox, around a thousand years ago, and has largely 
withdrawn from the world. As with all empires, in time, it fell into decadence and crumbled leaving behind 
only a legacy of beautiful buildings, lawful government and magical knowledge. The elves who remain outside 
Xoth Sarandi are mostly the descendants of late colonist families who chose to stay, or young sons and 
daughters of Xoth Sarandi who have an urge to explore the world. 
 
Following post colonial treaties with other races and kingdoms, Xoth Sarandi has changed from the dominant 
capital of the world to a transport nexus. It now profits by trade, of their own magical items or others crafts, not 
by conquest. The sea-gates are still active but are used by commercial shipping to cross the world in days 
instead of months. All over the world the elves are remembered as former overlords. Some regret their passing 
but most are glad to be in charge of their own destinies. The elves' attitude to the people over which they ruled 
was coloured by how closely they believed themselves to be related to them. Most elves now keep to their own 
lands and only a few interact with other races, in universities and trade missions. 
As Elves are highly magical all with INT 13+ are taught basic Cantrip magic and gain a craft skill called 
Cantrips [INT+POW] to cast it, they will know 1/20 Cantrips skill spells. This craft can not develop into 
Arcane casting and a mage will not need it. 
Elvin weapons and mail are the best and most expensive in the world, with no worries about time they take as 
long as needed to make the most highly decorated, desirable, and effective weapons and armour possible. A 
Elvin crafter will always restart any under par item, his apprentices will make standard equipment for the export 
market, even these will be well decorated. 
 
It is very unlikely for their to be more than one Elf, of any type, in a party.  
 
HIGH ELVES - The original Civilising Elf's who use magic for nearly everything in life.  
Combat styles -  Elf Archer - Long Bow and Long Sword [Formations] or Elf Spear - Long Spear, Shield and 
Long Sword [Shield Wall] 
Cultural Customs : Contempt of Dwarves, Arrogant & Paternal to non High Elves, Fear of being 
underground. 
 
WILD ELVES - Not a different race but rather elf's who took to a simple life in nature, rather then the 
organised and structured life of high elf society, in the past. PC classes are mainly Rangers and Druids 
worshiping Jubb, Lumiya or Melmoth. Those who live in woods are often called Wood Elves. 
Professional Skills: Art (any), Craft (any), Courtesy, Language (any*), Lore (any), Musicianship, Survival, 
Track  *During character creation, additional languages are limited to; gnome, halfling, goblin, hobgoblin, orc, 
and gnoll. 
Combat style - Wild Elf Archer - Recurve Bow & Battle Axe or Wild Elf Spear - Short spear, Javelin & Shield 
[Skirmisher] [Weapon heads made of flint which gives steel armour plus 1AP] 
Cultural Customs : Contempt of structured society and its people, Love of natural life, Uneasy in urban areas 
or underground 
 
 
DARK EVLES or DRAU - [not a player race] Dark elves are mean, sadistic, subterranean decedents of 
surface elves who now lair in the vast depths of the earth, Known as the Drau in their tongue, they are 
extremely resentful of all other elves and fairies that eons ago drove them underground after a failed civil war, 



 
 

and there they plot the downfall of those of the world above. They are so reclusive, that in many parts of The 
World; their existence has been all but forgotten, reduced to that of myth. They are Elves who evolved from the 
colonies in Dwarf lands coming to prefer life underground. Believed by other Elf's to have been created by 
'She'. With the withdrawal of the Elves from domination they retreated further underground away from the 
Dwarfs who hated them. They also are hated by and hate normal Elves due to not being let home after the 
withdrawal and having lost the war that brought on. They have intrinsic magical abilities and use hand 
crossbows a lot. The last great outpouring of these Drau was around a thousand years ago.  
The Elven Infravison has evolved over time to become more of a Dark Vision, but this has made them very 
sensitive to sun light.  
Combat style - Hand Crossbow, Long Sword & Buckler [Cautious] 
 
SWAMP ELVES: These are a sub-race of elf who are found inhabiting the marshes of some parts of the world. 
They have slightly webbed feet and toes and much larger ears than usual. When resting, they tend to sit in a 
squatting posture. The elves who first discovered them were horrified, thinking them to be some kind of 
throwback. Unlike the drau, who were corrupt and evil but at least civilised in their way, the swamp elves were 
living like the most primitive of humans. The only thing to do was to enslave the lot and put them to work on 
the Elvin plantations. The swamp elves' preference for living in the wild was in fact born of distaste for 
civilisation and contempt for organised society, not an animalistic nature. They have accepted their role as 
slaves because they have a philosophy of relaxed endurance. So what if they are working in the fields all day? 
In time, they believe, the wheel will turn and they will be the ones to rule. Some of the more fanatical swamp 
elves hold to prophecies that one day a deliverer will come and force this change.  
 
The lot of the swamp elves has not really improved with the passing of Elvin rule. People are simply too used to 
thinking of them as illiterate, simple labourers. They are still seen as an underclass and are bought and sold as 
slaves by all races. All swimming rolls are easy. 
Primitive culture. 
Skills 
Standard Skills: Endurance, Evade, Locale, Perception, Stealth, Swim, and one of either 
Athletics, Boating or Brawn. 
Professional Skills: Craft (any), Healing, Lore (any), Musicianship, Navigate, Survival, Track. 
Cultural Customs : used to being slaves, easy going, fear of authority. 
Choose two; Betrayal, Chaotic, Dishonest, Freedom, Lawful, Nature, Neutrality, Selfish, Personal Honour 
Choose one; Loyalty to Chief/Headman, Love (friend, sibling or romantic lover), Hate (something that scares or 
intimidates you) 
Classes Bard [druidic], Druid, Thief [not member of guild] 
Combat style - any stone weapon, club or farm tool [Cautious] 
 
 
 

Dwarves - another elder race, the elves had only contempt for the squat lumpen dwarves and treated them as 
if they were fit only for labour. In this, they twisted the dwarves' own morals. The respect for hard work that 
many dwarves have was viewed as the dwarves' innate understanding of their place. They were created to work, 
while the elves were created to rule. This philosophy worked on paper but failed in real life. Most elves simply 
could not tolerate the claustrophobic underground environments in which the dwarves thrived. Elvin colonies in 
dwarf lands were thus few and disastrous, except those who fell under 'She'. The governors given responsibility 
for them had to be the toughest, most ruthless commanders that the elves could muster. This meant that Elvin 
rule was harsh, with relatively minor infractions punished with wounding or death. Enmity between elf and 
dwarf continues to this day, with the dwarves detesting the elves' arrogance and the elves looking down on the 
dwarves' rugged culture and graceless form.  There are Mountain Dwarves as well as Hill Dwarves there is no 
real difference other than cultural between them. 
Although Dwarf cities have lights they are in general dim, in comparison to Elven cities, and mines shafts tend 
not to have much lighting, with their infravision and tunnel sense they are quite at home in the dark but prefer 
light. Un-worked mines shafts tend to be at earth temp while worked ones have varying temps depending on 
how much use they receive. Dwarves make the best non Elvin weapons and armour with all being above 
average quality [Durable or Resilient], non Dwarves need to order any metal armour they want so it is made to 
fit. 



 
 

 Combat style - War Hammer or Axe with a Shield or Crossbow [Formations] 
 Cultural Customs : Distrust of Elves, Desire to own gold and gems, Protective of family and friends, 
Cautious.   
 
 
 

Halflings & Gnomes - another pair of old races, the elves and the other races have never taken the 
Halflings or Gnomes very seriously, as they do not believe that they are capable of much. To an elf, they will 
always seem like a child. Elvin colonies in these lands did not so much govern them as protect them, much as a 
parent would. Gnomes have proved to be great skilful craftsmen and tricksters while Halflings are innovative 
farmers and brewers. Halflings if found outside of their shires tend to be Rogues of some sort even if having 
other skills. Gnomes make very fine and effective mechanisms, being one of the most intelligent of races they 
use technology more than any other race. Their Mage Alchemists have made something called Boom Powder, 
which their craftsmen have used in new and strange clubs, along with their amassing ability with illusions.  
 Combat style - as race in rules [Gnome crossbows are always Efficient] 
 Cultural Customs :- Shy, Playful, Open-minded, fearful of big people 
 
 
 

Half Elves - Half Elves are seen as elf's by the dwarves and as human by the elves humans see them as just 
another human form.  They are nearly always raised in human communities, although some are raised by their 
Elven family. When raised by elfs it means there lot is not always easy but they do get on better in all 
interactions than elves would. There are many Half Elves in the world, showing the long period of Elfish 
control of human lands. There are no half swamp elf's no one would mate with such a sub class. 
 
 

Half Orc's - are seen as lower than Dwarves in Elf eyes, and looked on with mistrust by others. However 
although not as common as half elves Half Orcs are found to be useful for military units especially guard units 
or as labourers. 
Cultural Customs :- Angry & Mistrustful of others, Embittered with authority but always obey a strong leader.  
 
 

Goblinoid's - possibly the eldest of the races, the Goblinoid's of all types, including Orc's, do still have 
homeland's ' Urmish' and Scarred Land, although there are large groups of them in all other lands particularly 
the wild areas of any land. Unlike in most worlds there are not seen as evil personified rather just a race with 
mainly hostile intentions to others particularly elves. It is rare to see them close to more civilised lands unless as 
a raiding party. 
Cultural Customs :- Angry and mistrustful of the other races, Greedy and spiteful. Easy to group together in 
bands under a strong leader although they are hard to keep control of.  
 
 
 

Humans - a younger race, humans were seen as less evolved and short lived relations by the Elves, with the 
potential to achieve much, if they were guided correctly. Many elves took on what they called 'the Elvin burden' 
of 'civilising' human beings, which in many cases meant that they installed Elvin governors controlling 
provinces of human subjects who were virtually enslaved but were usually treated benevolently. Humans are 
seen by all as the future as they breed so fast and are so very versatile and adaptable.  The most likely members 
of any player group. The different human nations have different customs and cultures, see below.  



 
 

Civilisations or Nations 
plus bonus for coming from there 

 
The known world is connected by trade routes, either land, river or sea based. Sea travel is helped by the use of 
the Elf made and controlled portals which bypass most of the deep ocean travelling.  However few people 
travel far and even less leave their own country other than merchants, sailors, officials and adventurers. 
Below each region is listed along with a brief history, what races and cultures can come from there and skill's 
and bonuses as well as a NPC Human warrior combat style which comes as part of the culture. PC's can take 
this in addition to any class ones they get if they wish although class restrictions might limit its use. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Boskenland [Far North West of Western lands] 
The humans who live here have made their home in about as cold and forbidding a place as could be imagined, 
yet they seem to like it. Boskenland is all deep woods, bleak hills and blue rocky outcrops. The original human 
settlers were from Jahannum and have retained their burly, robust approach to life living a barbarian life style. 
Other human settlers have come from many areas and live in a more civilised way in costal towns and small 
cities. Various non-humans live in the hills and wild lands, all know the common language as well as their own. 
 Barbarian or civilised Humans, Half Orcs of barbarian or Orc culture as well as some Dwarfs.
 Athletics +5%; Survival +5%   Bosken Tongue. 
 Bosken Combat Style - Hand Axe, Spear, Javelin, Round Shield [Intimidating Scream for barbarians or 
Formations for civilised] 
 Cultural Customs :- Belief in own superiority, dislike authority, independent minded  
 
 



 
 

Jehannum [West of Eastern lands] 
This militaristic human country is home to a proud breed of humans, who are convinced of their own 
superiority and invulnerability. The dwarves of Svarth have been trading with the humans of Jehannum for 
centuries, exchanging dwarven metalwork for human meat, beer and cereals, with the result that Jehannum is 
now the most strongly armed and armoured country in the world. The Iron Dukes rule the country from 
Burgenstoch Castle, a steel-plated fortress in the capital, Crom Calamar. The south of the lands are very arid 
and hot leading into the Desert of Sharn. 
The Drow were once tolerated and sheltered in Jehannum. Following the defeat of their armies in the distant 
past, the humans showed compassion for the survivors (mostly females and children) and assigned them land 
that they could cultivate, on the understanding that they caused no trouble. Much to the surprise of all 
concerned, the Drow proved able to cohabit peacefully, establishing settlements and even trading their 
knowledge of magic and alchemy with their human protectors. This arrangement came to a bitter, bloody end 
when the elves of Xoth Sarandi offered Jehannum a massive sum in tribute to cancel the protection, quietly 
promising a bounty for the head of any Drow collected in addition to this. The humans gave vent to their hatred 
and forced the Drow out of the region.  
 Civilised Human, Half Drau Elf [Human Civilised] or Dwarf characters only. 
 10% off all metal goods  Jahan Tongue 
 Jehannum Combat Style - Long Sword,  Round Shield and Javelin [Formations] 
 Cultural Customs :- Belief in own superiority, Militaristic, like Dwarves,  
 
 
The Waste, [Far North East of Western lands] 
Beyond the limits of Boskenland and the Eagle Nations lies a zone of barren tundra that ultimately becomes an 
arctic wasteland.  No humanoids have ever settled here, for though there is enough hunting to support life, the 
area is home to dreadful monsters that shun the warmer climes of the south. There are local tales of a snow 
warlock or ice queen (the legends vary) who has a frosty citadel in the depths of the Waste, but this has never 
been seen by human eyes. The nearest settlement to the Waste is Ommersdale, a thriving Eagle nation town 
built upon the fur trade.  
 
 
The Eagle Nations, [North of Western lands] 
This huge area was originally entirely wild and was referred to as the Scarred Land. Monstrous humanoids, 
giants and dire animals made up its population; the only humanoids to live there were small bands of wood 
elves, who were tough and resilient enough to cope. Some thousand years ago, a group of decommissioned 
Caldrazan warriors decided that it was better to live as rulers in a new land than servants in an old one. They set 
off East for the Scarred Land, determined to carve themselves out a place in the world. The fighting was hard, 
but they cleared out an area large enough to support a village and kept it fortified. This village grew into a town 
and eventually, after one hundred years or so, a small city.  
The elves of Xoth Sarandi, impressed by the humans' bravery and tenacity, constructed a sea-portal to help 
them bring in supplies and colonists. Over the last thousand years, colonists have been shipping out to the 
Scarred Land, with the same dream as the original warriors. Every country in the world, with the exception of 
the Elvin nations, has had people leave for a better life in the colonies. The elves retained their attitude of quiet 
observation, though they continued to give assistance and a second sea-portal was constructed on the eastern 
coast, as well as a colony, a few hundred years after the first. The frontier has been steadily pushed back from 
both sides, so that all that remains of the original wilderness is a broad patch in the centre, which is crammed 
full of monsters forced out of their original habitat. This patch is still called the Scarred Land. 
The settlers organised themselves into regional states, some feudal, some democratic according to the citizens' 
preference but all using the common tongue. This collective of sub-kingdoms was termed the Eagle Nations, as 
it represented liberty and freedom from the chains of the past. For a brief period, the Eagle Nations were united 
by common treaty and were the most powerful force on the planet.  Unfortunately, strife between the different 
kingdoms has caused the Eagle Nations to collapse on itself, turning a league of allied powers into a country of 
feuding principalities and cities. The north-eastern realms tend to be more like Boskenland in environment and 
weather.  
 
A few parts of the Nations:- 
 



 
 

The North West - Greymoor 
A large political entity in the North Western Lands. The Kingdom of Greymoor claims all of the lands south of 
both the Northern Territories and the Brokenlands [in Boskenland] and East of Ravenholm and the Sunken 
Lands. The Emerald Sea forms its Southern border, while Oceania forms the boundary of its western territory. 
Greymoor is divided up into smaller political regions known as baronies, counties, and duchies, territories 
granted by King Edward the Lionhearted to either a baron or baroness, count or countess, or a duke or duchess, 
respectively, for past deeds or services. King Edward united most of Greymoor more than forty years ago 

through both political and military means. 
The area consists of The Barony of Volstad, in 
the far north west; The County of Thale, east of 
Volstad; The Grand Duchy of Bethany, East of 
Thale; Barony of Ostwyn, south of Bethany; 
Grand Duchy of Pelende, south of the Greymoor; 
The Northern Borderlands, reaching to 
Boskenland; North and South Borough, which 
consist of Halfling Ridings either side of 
Bethany and Ostwyn. The Island Nation of 
Valencia which occupies a volcanic archipelago 
made up of two major islands, Palma to the north 
and Minoa to the south, as well as dozens of 
smaller islands in the Oceania sea. 
 
 
The North East - Ragesia 
The Ragesian Empire, situated in the North East 
of the Nations, the core of the Ragesian Empire 
is populated heavily by orcs and half-orcs, 
although the outer regions have wildly diverse 
cultures and populations, the result of having 
once been many separate nations before being 
conquered by sword and torch. Firinna is the 
main deity of the state. 
The Exarch, province, of Sindaire, is mostly 

human but with nomadic gnomes, is a part of 
the Empire paying taxes but maintaining their 
own laws and army.  
The Shining Land of Shahalesti, controlling 
the Sea Gate to the south, is a land of humans 
still controlled by Elf's. Orc's and half Orc's 
are despised here even though it is in alliance 
with the Empire to its north. 
The Kingdom of Dassen lies to the south of 
Ragesia, and the southwest of Shahalesti, its 
borders defined by craggy mountains 
defended by hundreds of small dwarven 
strongholds. Dassen's people, a swarthy 
assortment of humans and dwarves, cherish 
their land, to the point that superstitious 
cavalrymen even put dirt in their boots so 
never have to stop touching the soil of their 
homeland. At the end of a swampy isthmus on 
Dassen's southern tip, the City State of 
Seaquen is home to a school called Lyceum, 
devoted to teaching magic of all kinds.  



 
 

The Khaganhold of Ostalin is a small country south of Sindaire that has so far managed to stay free. It has the 
usual mix of races and uses many monsters in its army and navy. The Monastery of Two Winds lies in the 
mountains that form the main northern border between Ostalin and the Empire. 
The Free City-state of Gate Pass lies in a rocky mountain pass that runs east to west between Ragesia and 
Shahalesti.  
  
 Any type or race of character can come from the Eagle Nations. 
 Common tongue +10%;  
 Eagle Combat Styles:-    
City State - Short Sword, Spear & Heater Shield [shield wall]  or Crossbow & Short sword [Formations] 
Feudal foot -   Dagger with Halberd [Formations] or Long Bow [Marksman]  
Feudal mounted - Lance, Sword and Kite Shield [Mounted] 
Hill tribes - Javelin Spear or Sling & Small shield [Skirmisher] 
Nomad - Bow, Short Spear, Axe[Mounted & Marksman] 
Barbarians - Hand Axe, Spear, Javelin, Round Shield [Intimidating Scream] 
 Cultural Customs :- Culture of freedom & individual liberty although most except their place in the 
system, culture of feuds and ransom, dislike of other kingdoms particularly large ones. 
 
 
The Shard,  [Off Eastern Coast of The Eagles] 
This island, once a small human prison colony, has been completely taken over by pirates. They prey on ships 
whose owners are too poor (or too mean) to pay to use the sea-portals  and take the long overseas route to the 
Eagle Nations as well as coastal traffic. The pirates of the Shard are not the only group of freebooters in the 
Incarnadine Ocean; there is at least one other major group, the  sea-harriers, whose home is as yet 
undiscovered.  The Shard was really a self-created problem for Jahannum,  Caldraza and Kahoor. When the 
Eagle Nations were still in their  infancy, these countries used the Shard as a dumping ground  for their 
undesirables, sending them there to live in exile as a  preferable fate to execution. The criminals of the Shard 
soon organised themselves into an efficient force, making weapons from wood and using what limited magic 
they had to help shape metal. They were able to overpower a ship that came to deliver the next load of convicts, 
setting the prisoners free and using the ship to harass the colonists who were coming to the Eagle Nations to 
start a new life.  Reports tell of a Pirate Queen who rules the Shard, supposedly a former noble of Kahoor. The 
Shard has not been a prison colony for many years; new arrivals are born rather than brought in on ships. A 
child born in the Shard is raised to be one thing only: a rogue. The rogues trained up on the Shard sometimes 
make their way to other lands, where they put their skills to good use. 
 Only human and half casts races can come from here but only if a thief class. It only has the common 
tongue as a language.  
 Human Barbarian culture. 
 Swim +5%;  Seamanship +5%;  Common Tongue +10% 
 Cultural Customs :- Fear of authority, secretive 
 
 
Cendra [Middle of the Western land below The Eagles] 
  The land bridge between the northern and southern lands of this continent  is a sprawling rain forest, many 
hundreds of miles from end to end. While the colonists to the north were able to cope with  the more temperate 
climes there, even if they had to wrest the land from monsters, the humidity and sheer danger of Cendra's 
jungles were too much for them. The jungles are thickly infested with kobolds on the outer edges and reptilian 
life forms in the unexplored heart.  There are travellers' tales of primitive, but once great civilisations, human 
tribes living in the jungle, who speak no known language. Expeditions have brought golden ornaments and 
utensils out of deepest Cendra; whether these are the work of humanoids or some skilled non-humanoid race 
remains a mystery.  
 Primitive & Kobold pc's can come from here. Not literate and primitive language.  
 Combat Style Primitive or Kobold Warrior - Club, Javelin, Dagger, Spear Shield [Skirmisher] 
 Cultural Customs :-  Fear of others,  
 
 
 



 
 

The Horned Reaches, [Southern lands of the Western lands] 
This vast area of desolate prairie is named for the herds of homed animals (buffalo, ibex, antelope, feral cattle 
and the like) that roam across it, migrating from one feeding ground to the next. It has only been settled along 
the North East coast, in the long past by humans, as there is no easy way to transport materials and supplies out 
into the deep wilderness. Besides, the land is more suited to wild herds than to people. Some wild tribes of 
elves live here, the descendants of exiles who were driven from Shallenoi centuries ago and who have adapted 
to living in the inhospitable wild land. The Homed Reaches form a natural barrier around Shallenoi. Few people 
would bother crossing the seemingly endless prairie to reach the elven lands, which is one reason why they 
have lain undisturbed for so long. The sea-gate between Xoth Sarandi and Shallenoi is open only to the elves 
and to those who they invite. It is not open to tourists or casual visitors.   
 Only Wild Elf Barbarian, Druids and Rangers characters or Human Barbarians can come from here. 
 Survival +5%; Navigation +5%;  Wild Elvish Tongue;  
 Combat Style - Wild Elf    Composite bow, Scimitar, Short Spear [Skirmishing] 
 Cultural Customs :-  Wild elf see above 
 
 
Shumil [North Eastern outcrop of the South-Western lands] 
Whereas the colonisation of the Eagle Nations was an every- man-for-himself affair, with warriors claiming 
whatever regions of the Scarred Land they could take, the colonisation of Shumil was far more orderly. Shumil 
was originally almost as inhospitable as the rest of the Horned Reaches. However, when colonists from Kahoor 
first arrived, they brought their distinctive irrigation and plateau cultivation methods with them, which quickly 
brought flourishing crops to the region. Shumil remains a satellite of the Kingdom of Kahoor, supplying that 
country with exotic spices and silks.  Its culture is much like that of Kahoor but without so much of the old 
world hierarchy. Shumil is a land of merchants, labourers and tradesmen, not of lords and serfs. Natives of 
Shumil are usually humorous, sarcastic and enterprising, quick to see the potential profit in any undertaking. 
Mainly a human colony but other races do live here. 
 Any Civilised human class as well as Halflings 
 Commerce +5%;  Craft +5%  Kahoor Tongue; extra d4 to starting money die 
 Cultural Customs :-  Free thinking, flexible caste system 
 
 
Kahoor [North Eastern land in the Central Eastern lands] 
This hot country, blessed with mineral wealth and huge tracts of fertile land, has a rigid caste system, developed 
when the elves first made contact and entrenched by them over the years. The large number of nobility are so 
far removed from the peasantry that they are essentially a different species. The King of Kahoor, Parhav the 
Thirty-First, is a boy of fourteen. Despite his age, he is not sentimental and has overseen quite draconian 
punishments for his subjects. The law in Kahoor is rigid and ignorance of it is not an excuse. Furthermore, the 
upper classes can commit certain offences with impunity, while a serf would be stoned to death for the same 
thing. There literally is one law for the rich and another for the poor. 
Kahoor's principal dependency, Shumil, is much more relaxed. Many of Kahoor's people migrate to Shumil in 
the hope of finding a more tolerant society, though the work there is no less hard. 
On the border of Kahoor and Urmish lies the Wall of Grand lora, a spectacular structure of white stone, 
consisting of a single unbroken wall with guard towers at half-mile intervals. The wall has defended Kahoor 
against the monstrous humanoids of Urmish for generations. 
 Human Civilised Nobles only other of Kahoor background can only come from Shumil. 
 Lore history +10%; Kahoor Tongue; double your starting sliver and all clothes are of good quality  
 Cultural Customs :-  culture of entitlement, rigid caste system means they look down on others not of 
equal standing.  
 
 
Shallenoi [Southern tip of Western lands] 
  This was the original elven homeland, before Xoth Sarandi was discovered and colonised. It is the oldest 
continuous civilisation  in the world. Only that of the now-destroyed Myrrik was older.  Many of the glorious 
temples, palaces and towers of Shallenoi   have stood for thousands of years and are expected to stand for 
thousand more. Nothing important has changed in all that time; the inhabitants seem almost as if they are living 



 
 

in a perfect dream. Shallenoi is a flawed paradise, a place simultaneously beautiful and stagnant, stifled under 
the weight of its own history. 
There is more magic worked in Shallenoi than anywhere else in the world. The country seems to run on it. At 
times it is as if the occupants would rather cast a spell than exert themselves in any other way, even for 
something so simple as to open or close a door, or lift a book from a shelf. The place is, as human wizards have 
been known to say, 'drunk on magic'. 
 High Elven & Half Elf characters only, using High Elf culture  
 Craft Cantrip +5% or know a extra arcane spell;  Lore the World +5% Elven Tongue 
 
 
Brith's Folly [Island off the south of the Western Lands] 
  This craggy, featureless stretch of land is where the god Brith is said to have severed his malformed left hand, 
which then grew into the spider-goddess 'She' that the Drow worship. A crack in the ground supposedly leads to 
the kingdom of the Dark Elf's.  
 
 
  The Spine,                                
    Jagged mountains, known collectively as the Spine, encircle the southernmost landmass. These are not the 
immense ice peaks of Corona, but a series of broken crooked masses inhabited by frost giants and other 
monstrous creatures. The land around the South Pole is taboo, none of the residents of the outer mountains will 
go there. This is because it is a frozen battlefield. It preserves the ice-stiffened bodies of hundreds of dead frost 
giants and their warriors, a grim memorial of a time when the various giant clans waged war upon each other.  
 
 
Corona 
  Corona, otherwise called the 'Crown of the World', is a series of gigantic ice peaks that rise out of the sea, 
strangely regular and artificial-looking.  The peaks form an insurmountable   barrier, concealing whatever lies 
beyond them from the eyes of  the world. Although creatures with the power of flight could   theoretically fly 
over the mountains to see what secrets Corona  hides, none is known to have done so successfully. Wild 
theories  nonetheless abound, with some tale-tellers insisting that beyond   the peaks there is a titanic hole 
leading to the interior of the world and others describing a bizarre city built by a race older  even than the elves. 
Whatever is beyond the peaks of Corona, one thing is known: it occasionally sets the northern sky on fire with 
rainbows of light, chasing each other in arcs and ripples. These lights can be seen   from the Waste and from the 
northern mountains of Caldraza. 
 
 
Caldraza [North most country of the Eastern lands] 
  A long-established monarchy, Caldraza is one of the wealthier, civilised, advanced and more refined human 
nations. The country has converted to the Marianist religion, sweeping away the Avillon pantheon still 
worshipped in many other lands, although many still follow the gods of Avillon. Caldraza supplies most of the 
world with fine glass products, having plentiful supplies of the necessary raw materials and generations of 
experts to work with it. The royal palace at Beacon City is walled on the outside with black glass panels, etched 
with past monarchs.   
A Civilised human empire, with small numbers of Elves, Dwarves, Halflings and Half Elfs & Half Orcs.  The 
empire came about from the assimilation of various smaller realms. The wealthiest use very fancy magical 
daggers made of very hard and fancy colourful glass. The north of this land is very cold with harsh winters with 
the north often having snow late into the summer, think Scandinavia. . 
 Civilised Humans, Swamp Elf's or Civilised Half Elf's. 
 Lore History +5%; Bureaucracy +5%;  Draza Tongue; extra D4 to starting money die. 
 Caldraza militia Combat Style - Javelin, Short Sword & Scutum Shield   [Formation] 
 Cultural Customs :- Monarchist mindset, expansionist 
 
 
Chillhame  [Island of Western Coast of Cadraza] 
This island is notable only for being the place where a massive Drow army was defeated a long time ago. It is 
independent, though the kingdom of Caldraza has long considered it a part of itself  and is keen to recover it.  



 
 

Many others have tried to conquer it over the years but it has always with the help of others managed to stay 
independent. The capital of Chillhame is Saragost, a  walled city that boasts a fortified harbour. No one of any 
note has come from here for a long time. A civilised human country with a few other races, Dwarf, Halfling, Elf 
or Half Elf. The island is well named due to its cold, damp & mainly cloudy weather. It is well known for its 
rugged sailors and merchant ships. 
 Civilised Human, Civilised Half Elf or Halfling, Dwarf and Elf and any class  
 Swim +10%;  Boating +5%;   Draza Tongue;  
 Chillhame militia Combat Style - Crossbow, Short Sword, Long Spear [Naval combat] 
  Cultural Customs :- Independent, dislike Caldraza, easy going 
 
 
Ghael [Northern part of Eastern Lands] 
Tribal humans, organised into clans, populate this wild hilly country. The clans are constantly feuding with one 
another, with no one clan holding dominance for long unless under external threat. The hostile border between 
Ghael and Caldraza is the river Schlass, which is too broad to be fordable in its lower reaches and runs through 
the monster-infested Forest of Meere in the upper. The Caldrazans have built a chain of forts along their side of 
the Schlass, to watch for hostile forces. The Ghaels in turn have established camps along their side but lack the 
organisation to build permanent defences. Ghael is still a cold damp country with lots of summer rain and 
heavy snow in the winter this breeds a tough warrior people. 
 Human barbarian culture, as well as Barbarian Half Elfs and Half Orc's. 
 Athletics +5%;  Endurance +5%;  Ghael Tongue;  
 Ghael Combat Style - Javelin, Dagger, Battle Axe, Round Shield [Intimidating Scream] 
 Cultural Customs :- Independent, Violent, dislike Caldraza,  
 
 
Svarth  [North Eastern point of Eastern Lands]                                     
   This mountainous region is home to more dwarves than any other part of the world. The rock is rich with 
precious mineral deposits and good iron ore, and the dwarves have tunnelled deep to extract it. The dwarves of 
Svarth are on good terms with the humans of Jehannum, whose gritty, unsentimental, militaristic ways appeal 
to them. They have fought alongside them more than once, most notably in the Battle of the Azoic Sea.   The 
mountains to the northeast of Svarth are not populated by humanoids at all. They are one of the last places to be 
haunted by dragons. So long as the dragons are left alone, they are willing to leave the dwarves and humans 
alone. They pursue their own long-smouldering feuds and bitter territorial disputes.   
A Dwarven and Gnomish country but humans do have outposts here.   
 Dwarfs  & Gnomes 
 Lore mining  +10%;  Dwarven Tongue;  10% discount on metal goods 
 
 
Visk [North Eastern country of the Eastern lands] 
The Empire of Visk covers more varied ground than any other single Eastern land dominion, ranging from the 
temperate eastern zones to the flat northern tundra where only the nomads and shamans go. The people of Visk 
were nomadic for many generations before they settled and are still most comfortable in the saddle, ranging 
from town to town. The horsemen of Visk are the finest in the world, whether they are the cavalry of the royal 
guard or the raiders who prey on the border towns. 
The Emperor of Visk is Caranacus, who is sixty years old and looks forty, and rules his empire with the 
confidence of an unconquerable tyrant. He is known to have escaped death countless times, walking away from 
assassination attempts that left those around him torn to shreds. 
Some say that Caranacus is no longer human, that he is some sort of vampire or incarnate ghost. Others claim 
that he is one and the same person as the historical conqueror Uzbal Jin, who subjugated the lands of western 
Visk eight hundred years ago and set an entire city to the torch when they did not capitulate quickly enough. 
Whatever he may truly be, his people all fear him, even those who adore him and would gladly die in his name. 
There is an uneasy peace between Visk and Jehannum, though the nations have been at war more than once in 
the past. The Desert of Sham forms a natural shield, though its northern coast is less harsh than its central 
region and invading armies can be (and have been) sent through it. The most celebrated failed invasion of 
Jehannum came three hundred years ago in the Battle of the Azoic Sea, when a massive force of troop ships 
from Visk attempted to land on the eastern coast of Jahannum and were repelled by the dwarves and humans of 



 
 

that land fighting together. The superior siege weaponry on the Jahannum side smashed dozens of the ships of 
Visk to splinters before they could make landfall.  
  Human Nomads or Civilised 
 Ride +10%;    Viskin Tongue;  
 Combat style - Lance, Sword and Bow  [Mounted combat] 
 Cultural Customs :- distain of non horsemen, fear & adoration of emperor, hatred of Jehannum 
 
 
Desert Of Sharn, [centre of Eastern lands]  
  This bleak, sandy zone of dead land effectively seals off   Jehannum and the northwestern countries from the 
remainder of   the eastern continent. It is all but uninhabitable; only monsters, madmen and hard-bitten desert 
nomads live here. As if the heat and lack of landmarks were not enough, large lodestone deposits cause 
compasses to behave erratically, making magic the only means of navigating the desert. There are legends of 
demon-haunted rock plateaus in the desert's centre, though these have never been confirmed. 
 Nomad Humans and Nomad Half Orc's 
 Riding +5%;   Survival [desert]+5%  Viskin Tongue 
 Combat style - Lance and Bow  [Mounted combat] or Spear and Round Shield [Formation] 
 Cultural Customs :- Dislike of all foreigners, overconfident,  
 
 
The Topaz Dominions, [South Western spur of the Eastern lands] 
     This mighty kingdom of river deltas, towering pyramids and sand dunes is ruled by the Sun King, who his 
people believe to be the earthly incarnation of the Sun God. Its people are sun-browned and brawny, raised with 
a respect for wizardly magic, since human wizards are often in charge of the cities here. The Sun King's special 
infantry forces, the Phoenix Legions, are also Clerics of his faith, giving them the power to wield divine magic 
while in the fray. The lands of the Topaz Dominions are strikingly different from the northern countries, in that 
buildings are made from clay and  stone rather than bricks and mortar, and some of the finer items  that one 
would expect to find are rare or missing altogether such  as sophisticated locks, full plate armour and rapiers. 
The people are content to live in a more old fashioned land, as the prevalence of magic makes many devices 
redundant. Religion is the "Sun King"  Worship of the sun and previous kings. 
 Dark skinned Civilised Humans  
 Lore religion +5%; Piety +5%; Arcane Knowledge +5%, Topaz Tongue   
 Combat Style - Javelin, Shield and Hand Axe [Formations] 
 Cultural Customs :- worship of Sun King, respect for mages and clerics, old fashioned  
 
 
Murduk Ram  [Centre of Eastern Lands] 
This country of high mountains and eternal snow is under the control of a wise, benign monarch. King 
Kallimon, who remains neutral to the conflicts of his neighbours and has occasionally been able to broker 
diplomatic solutions to their differences,.  Nobody has ever been able to invade this country, as even the 
peasants seem to be schooled in martial arts. There is an abundance of monasteries in Murduk muram, which 
draw seekers from all the nations of the world. Those who would learn the fighting arts of the monk are well 
advised to pack light and travel to the mountains. 
 Any race Monk class only 
 Athletics +5% ; Unarmed +5% Murdic Tongue;  
 Cultural Customs :- Easy going, fair minded 
 
 
 
Urmish [North-Eastern part of the Eastern lands] 
    To the northeast of Visk are the hills, woods and low mountains  of Urmish, which is the closest thing to a 
goblinoid nation anywhere on the world. As with so many countries, the border with Visk is a river, in this case 
the river Blute. Urmish contains massed tribes of orcs, goblins, hobgoblins, ogres and bugbears, without any 
humanoid settlements at all.  Only the jungles of Cendra are less civilised. The Wall of Grand Iora prevents the 
creatures of Urmish from moving south, while the river Blute and the tough natives of Visk keep them from 
moving further westwards. It is worth noting that 'Urmish' is the human name for this region; the population 



 
 

themselves do not have a name for it, nor do they even recognise it as a country. It is simply the place where 
they live. 
 
 
Qual [East Centre of the Eastern Lands] 
  This region is thickly forested, with great rolling swathes of  green land between the wooded regions. It is 
widely believed  to be the most beautiful country in the known world; of all the settled lands, it is certainly the 
least built upon. Qual is home to several  thousand families of wood elves, who came here via the sea- portals 
from Xoth Sarandi and preferred life in the wild to the unending dream of Shallenoi. 
  There is also a huge Half-Elf population in Qual. This goes back to the time when the dragon Scalliandrax and 
the armies that  were allied with him laid waste to the kingdom of Kandang, sending the populations of entire 
towns fleeing into the forests of Qual for shelter. They had previously had a superstitious fear of the forests and 
the elves that dwelt there, but the horror that was tearing their land apart was worse. The elves realised that  the 
humans were unfit for life in the deep forest and would die  without their help. They chose to shelter them, even 
going so far as to adopt some of them into their own families. One thousand years after these events, there are 
very few pure-blooded humans left in the forests of Qual.  
 Wood Elf or Half-Elf of any class 
 Lore Forest +5%;  Survival [Forest]+5%  Elven Tongue;  Add bow to combat style  
 
 
Valjinn [Southerly part of Eastern Lands] 
   The large predominantly human Republic of Valjinn is a prosperous and stable country. With murky, damp 
Kandang to the south  and the cryptic, bleak mountains of Murduk Ram to the north, Valjinn is a realm of 
stability between two extremes. The rulers, a council of electors, representatives of each city or duchy, headed 
by a president referred to as the Falcon Elect, are based in the city of Sephardia. There are large areas of 
wilderness, a lot of it desert,  in the centre of this nation. 
There is considerable hostility between Kandang and Valjinn.  Kandang once occupied the entire region south 
of Murduk Ram, including the forests of Qual and most of the southern portion of Kahoor. Under the benign (if 
autocratic) rule of the Dragon-Kings, the entire region was renowned for its wealth, magical prowess and the 
wisdom of its rulers. Many hundreds of years ago, at the last Equinox, many of the family of the Dragon-Kings 
were destroyed, along with there patron golden dragons.  At the head of this massacre was the black dragon 
Scalliandrax, who had recently fought and overcome the silver dragon Aristeele above the mountains of Svarth 
and was now convinced of his own invulnerability. The rule of the golden ones in Kandang had been an 
annoyance to Scalliandrax for many years; he tore into their civilisation without mercy. Many of the humans 
fled into the eastern forests (the land that is now Qual) for refuge, were groups of elves took pity on them and 
helped to shelter them. In the chaos that followed, the remnants of the Dragon-Kings attempted to re-establish 
their rule over southern Kandang while a group of ordinary humans were simultaneously rallying the survivors 
in the north. Without their dragon patrons to guide them, the Dragon-Kings rapidly became mere tyrants, 
demanding subjection and obeisance. This merely hardened resolve of the rebels, who declared that Valjinn 
was to be an independent Republic made up of City States and Duchies. 
 Dark skinned Civilised Humans only 
 Lore history +5%; Lore Dragons +5%;  Kandang Tongue;  
 Combat Style - Long Spear, Short Sword and Target Shield or Short Sword and Crossbow [Formations] 
 Cultural Customs :- Hostile to Kandang, steady and orderly 
 
 
 
Murak Muran [South Western corner of Eastern lands] 
This small triangle of marsh land between Valjinn and Kandang is home to pirates and other anti-republic and 
kingdom peoples. Population of humans and half humans lives in small estuary villages living off of fishing and 
raiding.  
 Any barbarian human or half breed. 
 Seamanship +5%,  Swimming +5%; Common Tongue +10% 
 Combat Style - Crossbow & Scimitar [Swashbuckling] 
   Cultural Customs :- rebellious, independent, dislike of Kandang & Valjinn  
 



 
 

 
Kandang [Southern Tip of Eastern Lands] 
The southern tip of the continent is a marshy place of river deltas  and rice fields, where the houses of common 
folk are built on stilts. This part of Kandang has whole families of boat people, who live their lives migrating 
from island to island. Further north, one finds ancient cities and lonely towers on hillsides, along with curious 
ruins from an age where dragons walked  among men in human form. 
  A hereditary line of sorcerers forms the monarchy of Kandang.  The usual claims of dragon blood apply. 
Specifically, the ruling  King claims descent from the golden dragons who lived in the  area when humans were 
still living in caves. These legends are  well documented and are in fact true.   
To be a sorcerer in Kandang is a great honour, as it proves that one is related (however distantly) to the royal 
ones of old, the Dragon-Kings of Kandang. However, it does make for some strange customs that are repellent 
to foreigners.   
The best-known custom is that of blood preservation. In order to preserve the royal blood in its full strength, 
interbreeding among the royal family is not only common but required by law.  Brothers are married to sisters 
and parents to children. The result of this is that several members of the dynasty are both physically and 
mentally unusual. Those with the strongest concentration of dragon blood [POW 15+] sometimes have 
draconian characteristics, such as hourglass-shaped pupils, forked tongues or scaly-looking skin.  
 Yellow skinned Civilised Humans 
 Swimming +5%;   Boating +5% 
 Mages with POW 15+ can gain two Magic Points per fatigue level taken rather than one, but have a 
look of dragon about them.   
 Kandang Tongue;  
 Combat Style - Bow, and Hand Axe [Naval combat] 
 Cultural Customs :- deference to sorcerers, respectful of dragons, hatred of Valjinn & Murak Muran 
 
 
Vella [Mid ocean islands] 
The hills of Vella is the home of the gnomes. They have kept good will with their Halfling neighbours in Verd 
for many centuries, though they are far more curious and eager to explore the world. The academies of Vella 
are acknowledged to be the best in the world where mechanical sciences and handcrafting are concerned and as 
a result, gnome artisans are in high demand. Trainee artisans spend a 'journeyman time' travelling the world for 
a few years, working wherever they are required, usually as jewellers, stonemasons or metal smiths. 
The capital city of Vella is Quinazzi, the 'pale snow jewel', a city of canals, walkways and intricate stone 
fascias.  
 Gnomish home 
     Craft 'X'+5%; Mechanisms +5%  Gnomish Tongue; all equipment is Effective 
 
 
Verd [Mid ocean islands] 
This green and peaceful country is the home of Halflings. They live here as they have always lived, content and 
isolated from the world. The dangers here are very few; there are no monsters any more and even strangers 
from other races are uncommon. The elves of Xoth Sarandi intended to build a sea-portal by Verd but the 
Halflings petitioned them not to, as they did not want their home opened up to the world. Their request was 
honoured and Verd was left in peace. 
Occasionally, a Halfling born in Verd will find the peace and quiet unbearable and go adventuring, taking a 
ship to Jahannum, Caldraza or the Eagle Nations. Many Halfling adventurers hail from Verd and have a strange 
mixture of homesickness and resentment for the place.  
 Halfling home 
   Craft +5%; Conceal +5%; Halfling Tongue;  
 
 
Lost Athul  [large island] 
This island was once home to the Myrrik, a species of sentient tentacled bipeds that have now died out, who 
worshipped a  vast sea-beast as an incarnate deity. Although the Myrrik  never allowed visitors further inland 
than their ports, leading  to speculation that they were carrying out horrible rites in their  lopsided temples, they 



 
 

were still willing to trade. They supplied Xoth Sarandi with pearls, whale oil and fish in such quantities that a 
sea-portal was built by the harbour in order to deal with  the volume of shipping.   
Athul was 'lost' in a titanic cataclysm that submerged the island completely. The Myrrik appear to have been 
wiped out entirely;  the trading ships that came found thousands of floating dead  bodies. The sea-portal is still 
standing. 
 
 
Xoth Sarandi [Island] 
The island of Xoth Sarandi, home of the Elvin arch-mages, is the undisputed centre of the world. Around the 
island are titanic stone archways, the sea-portals, which connect to similar archways in far-off parts of the 
globe. This feat of magic has enabled the elves to colonise the various continents and keep their colonies 
supplied and defended, without having to risk the hazards of the open sea. Later, when the portals were made 
available to other races, they grew wealthy beyond measure from the fees they were able to charge from the use 
of their transport system. 
Xoth Sarandi is the crossroads of the world. Almost all ocean-going traffic travels to its destination via this 
magical island. It is almost entirely urbanised, with two tiers to the city. The outer districts are those in which 
the other races live, along with those elves who are involved with shipping or trade. These districts are 
essentially a huge mass of dockland, with buildings ranging from salubrious structures of marble where ships 
with peacock sails lie in harbour all the way down to filthy warehouses and wharves where the worst excesses 
of the decadent can be indulged. 
The inner districts are restricted to the elves and their few honoured guests alone. They are, politically and 
magically, the most important regions in all of The World, as they are the points from where the portal network 
is controlled. This system is the source of the ruling houses' immense wealth and the enduring dominance of the 
elves, even though they no longer have colonies across the world and the sun has finally set on their empire. 
 Only High Elven characters can come from here. 
  Kn History +5%; Craft Cantrap +5%  Elfish Tongue;  

 
 
 



 
 

The Gods 
 

There are two distinct pantheons of deities to choose from in Ashfar most non Elf's worship the Avillon 
pantheon, while all Elves worship the Callistan pantheon. Feel free to read both pantheons, but your character 
will likely only know scant information about other pantheon of deities but full details of your own pantheon 
deity. Lore (The Gods) checks can give the full details below for either pantheon. There are also other single 
gods worshiped by some communities. You could even create others, but they will not find many temples or 
places to get help or have many spheres or gifts. 
 
Non Clerics who follow one particular deity gain a passion to the deity [30 + POW x2], as well as gaining 1/5 
of that passion to the cult skill when they use it. Also they can add the cult weapon to their combat style if their 
class restrictions allow and they are in good standing, above 40%, with the deity. They do not need the exact 
passion as the deity has it can be one up or down. so you can follow a god Deity and be Neutral. 
Rangers and Druids, including Bards, do not count as Non Clerics as all have to choose a deity or the Spirits of 
Nature [The Old Ways] to follow.   
 
Divines [NPC's only] are the normal everyday leaders of the religious flock called by many names depending 
on locale.  They do not get any of the combat abilities of the Cleric Class but do have access to 1st level spells 
of their deity, along with any other non combat gifts once they have 50% in Piety, Channel, Influence, Oratory 
and one other. They also gain access to any deity skill and can add 1/5 of their passion to it. 
 Standard Skills: all  of Customs, First Aid, Influence, Insight, Locale, Willpower 
 Professional Skills: The first Professional Skill chosen must be Piety (specific deity or pantheon), plus 
3 additional skill from the following: Bureaucracy, Channel, Healing, Lore (Alchemy), Lore (The Gods), 
Oratory 
 
Clerics are the militant defenders of their flock in ways both spiritual and physical and often know first aid and 
healing skills as well as alchemy to make healing balms and potions. Just as Druids and Rangers are defenders 
of Nature. 
Clerics or Divines other than those of either the whole Avillon or Callistan pantheon have to be specialty 
Cleric's as per the rules, but with a few changes. This does not mean that they do not respect the other deities of 
the pantheon, but they do share a personal relationship with their chosen deity as well as the head of the 
pantheon.   
 
Temples, Groves and Shrines. 
All divine users can recover their MP quickly by praying while in a holy place to their deity. Pantheon clerics 
only gain half this. 
Shrines give a 25% MP recovery after one hour as well as the one for resting. 
Temples and Groves give a 50% MP recovery after one hour as well as the one for resting. 
 
Pantheonic clerics, due to their multiple deity worship, typically have access to a larger number of spheres. 
The Major Spheres of Influence are All, Astral, Charm, Combat, Creation, Divination, Guardian, Healing, 
Necromantic, Protection, Summoning, and Sun. They have Minor access to the Elemental Sphere. While 
characters may learn any spells within a Major Sphere, they are limited to spells of Rank 1 and 2 within all 
Minor Spheres. 
 
Specialty clerics have access to fewer Spheres up to 8 than their non-specialized counterparts as per the rules, 
often 3 to 5 of Major Influence as well as Minor access to others. 
Speciality clerics make up for this access to fewer Spheres of Influence with a number of special abilities as 
noted below, along with a number of Gifts specific to the deity. 
 Specific deities may have one or more favoured weapons a specialist cleric may add all of these 
weapons to their Combat Style. He can add 1/5 of his deity passion to his skill when using said weapon. 
 Each speciality cleric has access to 1 additional Skill over and above those she already has, this skill is 
gained at plus 10%. and she can add 1/5 of her passion when she uses it. 
 Each speciality cleric has access to Gifts specific to the deity in question. These are detailed in the 
individual write-ups. Sometimes a deity will give different ones in response to a particular plea.  If this gift is a 
Arcane spell it counts and is cast as a Divine spell for that character. 



 
 

 The specialist may memorise 1 additional spell of their current rank.  
 Divine spells of the of the specialist's Major Spheres of Influence are automatically cast at an additional 
level of Intensity, at no additional cost in Magic Points. This means that a spell cast at Intensity 1 will actually 
generate the effects equivalent to 2 levels of Intensity; however, it still costs the normal Magic Points of the 
Intensity 1 version. This can allow the caster to exceed the normal maximum Intensity of the spell by 1 point.  
 Any weapon creating spell like Spiritual hammer creates the favoured weapon of the deity followed or a 
Spear for Avillon and a Great sword for the Callistan pantheons it has the same damage as the spell but 
different combat effects. 
 
 

 
The goddess Nuith is more of a primal force than a deity. She is the starry heaven itself, from 
which all else emerged from the dark. The elves believe her to be the mother of all earthly life, 
whether evil or good. That which is ‘of Nuith' is necessary to existence. Alien forces, magical 
aberrations or demons from other planes, are not ‘of Nuith'. They are to be feared and guarded 
against.  

Nuith does not have clerics. She is too distant and universal to be worshipped at all. 
 
 

 

Avillon Pantheon 

Avillon encompasses all the non Elf deities under Aranu the high god.  
Typical Followers:  Non Elvish Pantheonic clerics 
Passion: Any 
Symbol: A flower shaped 12 pointed multi coloured star within a coloured border 
Symbol: A flower shaped 12 pointed multi coloured star within a coloured border 
Mayor Spheres:, All, Astral, Charm, Combat, Creation, Divination, Guardian, Healing, 
Necromantic, Protection, Summoning, and Sun. 

Minor Spheres: Elemental 
Favoured Weapon: none 
Home Plane: Positive Energy 
Turn: Normal 
Time of Worship: Midday 
 
 

 
Aranu is the high God and head of the Avillon pantheon, a personification of the Sun, the 
life bringer offspring of Nuith, who bears a spear of golden fire. He is the Lawmaker of the 
Gods, setting limits on what even the divine beings may do. Aranu is the special patron deity 
of kings and tribal chiefs, representing order and government creator of the humans.  
Typical Followers:  All who want to uphold order and government particularly nobles  

Passion: to uphold order and strong government - Neutral [Upholds Law, Respects Order] 
Symbol: A Sun of Golden Fire 
Major Spheres: All, Divination, Guardian, Protection, Sun, 
Minor Spheres: Astral, Combat, Healing, 
Prerequisites: Member of ruling class 
Bonus Professional Skill: Oratory 
Favoured Weapon: Add Spear of all types but not Javelin 
Armour Restrictions: none 
Home Plane: Positive Energy 
Turn:  none 
Time of Worship: Sunrise 
Gifts:  1st Rank Spear glows with a dull golden light [acting as a torch] 
 3rd Rank gain Spear Specialisation as per the Fighter class  
 5th Rank gain the ability to cause your spear to have golden flames around it adding D4 to its damage 



 
 

Blediwesse is the flower-maiden of spring rain. She is the special patron goddess of unmarried 
maidens. She brings life to the earth after the ravages of winter, blessing the earth with the 
waters that cause plants to ripen. She is also a goddess of wells and rivers, who sends the 
waters of the natural springs for the good of men. Priestesses of Blediwesse must be virginal 
and often go crowned with flowers as part of their regalia. Her Clerics are always female. 
Typical Followers:  Female Druids & Rangers, Females, Farmers 
Passion: to being good regardless of anything else - Good [Altruistic, Helpful, Love of nature] 

Neutral [Harmony, Balance, Respectful of nature] 
Symbol: Spring Flower 
Major Spheres: All, Creation,  Elemental - Earth & Water, Healing,  
Minor Spheres: Charm, Divination, Guardian,  
Prerequisites: Female virgin CHA 13 
Bonus Professional Skill: Lore Farming or Lore Home or Seduction 
Favoured Weapon: Add Sickle 
Armour Restrictions: None 
Home Plane: Positive Energy 
Turn: normal 
Time of Worship: Mid Morning 
Gifts:   1st Rank gain spell Create Food & Water 
 2nd Rank gain spell Charm Being or Mammal 
 3rd Rank gain spell Plant Growth 
 4th Rank gain Swiftness 
 
 

Scarlet-haired Firinna is the quick-tempered goddess of the hearth and of battle. She is 
compared to the sudden spark that shoots from the fire and burns down your house when you 
are not looking. She represents the stubborn, selfish side of humanity and is a goddess of envy, 
resentment and grudges, though she is also the fiery spirit that inspires you to fight to your last 
breath. Seen as the creator of the Dwarves by many.  
Typical Followers:  Rebels, Warriors, Non humans 
Passion: - Neutral [Envious, Greedy, Spiteful] Evil [Chaotic, Hate filled, Greedy, Spiteful] 
Symbol: A flaming Sword 
Mayor Spheres: All, Combat, Elemental Fire, Protection,  
Minor Spheres: Guardian, Healing  

Prerequisites: CON 12 
Bonus Professional Skill: Endurance 
Favoured Weapon: Add Long sword 
Armour Restrictions: None 
Home Plane: Positive Energy 
Turn:  normal 
Time of Worship: Sunset 
Gifts:  1st Rank gain Arcane Cantrip's Ignite and Warmth;   
 2nd Rank gain arcane spell Fireblade 
 3rd Rank gain Artful Dodger 
 4th Rank gain Swiftness 
 5th Rank gain Invulnerability to fire 
 

 
Moradin - god of the Dwarves offspring of Firinna 
Typical Followers: Dwarves 
Passion: Neutral [Envious, Greedy] 
Symbol: Hammer 

Mayor Spheres: All, Combat, Guardian, Healing, Protection,  
Minor Spheres: Elemental Fire,  
Prerequisites:, SIZ 11 STR 16, POW 11 
Bonus Professional Skill: Craft Blacksmith  



 
 

Favoured Weapon: Hammer 
Armour Restrictions: None 
Home Plane: Positive Energy 
Turn: As per cleric 
Time of Worship: Start of the day 
Gifts:  Rank 2,  Gain Hammer Specialisation as per the Fighter Class 
 Rank 3,  Rank gain arcane spell Fireblade 
 Rank 4,  Gain Hammer Mastery 
 5th Rank gain Invulnerability to fire 
 
 

Gahaira is the goddess of the north wind, the goddess of hunger, leanness, want and 
desolation. She is mostly propitiated rather than worshipped, with offerings left for her as 
the evenings begin to grow dark, so that she will not blow too fiercely in the winter 
months. Men do not like to speak of her by name and refer to her instead by her title ‘the 
witch of November'. The witch is thought to have created the Goblins and Orc's and other 
things of the night. 
Typical Followers:  Orcs, Goblins etc. 

Passion: To advance themselves Neutral [Egotistic, Self-centred] Evil [Hateful, Heartless] 
Symbol: She is portrayed as an old woman with a lean face, blowing, and straggly hair.  
Mayor Spheres: All, Combat, Elemental Air, Necromantic, Weather,  
Minor Spheres: Healing, Protection 
Prerequisites: none 
Bonus Professional Skill: Survival   
Favoured Weapon: Flail 
Armour Restrictions: None 
Home Plane: Negative Energy 
Turn: Normal for neutral or evil 
Time of Worship: Evening 
Gifts:   2nd Rank gain Flail Specialisation as per Fighter Class 
 4th Rank gain Flail Mastery 
 
 

 
Hernun is the god of the hunt, who is eternally locked in the chase to bring down his 
brother Wohoon. Sometimes one brother will win, sometimes the other, but the hunt 
always begins afresh. Hernun represents man at his most basic, contending with the wild. 
Druids often revere him, though the more chaotic ones favour Wohoon.  
Typical Followers:  Hunters and Non Elf Rangers are members of this Deity Group. 
Passion: to total balance in the world - Neutral [Harmony. Respectful of Nature] 

Symbol: He is represented as a powerfully built man with antlers atop his head in honour of the beasts he 
hunts. 
Mayor Spheres: Animal, Plant, Summoning 
Minor Spheres: All, Healing 
Prerequisites: STR 12, CON 12 
Bonus Professional Skill: Track 
Favoured Weapon: Bow 
Armour Restrictions: Light only 
Home Plane: Positive Energy 
Turn: Normal 
Time of Worship: Dawn 
Gifts:   1st Rank gain Druids Cant 
 2nd Rank gain Bow Specialisation as per fighter class  
 3rd Rank gain Woodland Language 
 5th Rank gain Bow Master as per fighter class 
 



 
 

Old Heakun This god is also called ‘the walker of the plains'. He is muddy brown in colour and 
is the grandfather of the gods. Unlike them, he did not stay in the heavens and instead chose to 
wander the earth continually, examining this strange creation that he had made. It is said that 
Heakun placed megaliths along his path to mark where he had been, giving rise to the legend of 
invisible lines of force that crisscross the countryside. 
Typical Followers:  Travellers,  

Passion: Moral code to total balance in the world - Neutral [Independent, Well Balanced, Strives for Harmony] 
Symbol: Megalith 
Mayor Spheres: All, Astral, Divination, Guardian, Protection, Summoning, 
Minor Spheres: Healing,  
Prerequisites: None 
Bonus Professional Skill: Disguise  
Favoured Weapon: Club or Quarterstaff 
Armour Restrictions: None 
Home Plane: Positive Energy 
Turn: Normal 
Time of Worship: Midday 
Gifts: 2nd Rank gain Club or Quarterstaff Specialisation as per fighter class 
 3rd Rank gain gift Polygot   
 4th Rank gain gift Insightful 
  
 

 
Hombel is the innkeeper, the storeman, the god of preserving things. He is the one who gives 
you your due, as such, he is a god of justice, especially of the kind that is often called ‘karma' in 
which you get what you give out. Favoured Deity of Halflings.  
Typical Followers:  Traders, Wife's, Those who want justice and order 
Passion: to create a strong orderly society to make life better for all. - Good [Tradition, Honest, 
Lawful] 

Symbol: He is represented as a fat, jolly man with a sack over his shoulder. In the abstract, he is symbolized by 
a set of scales. 
Mayor Spheres: All, Divination, Healing, Protection, Guardian 
Minor Spheres: Charm,  
Prerequisites: None 
Bonus Professional Skill: Commerce 
Favoured Weapon: Quarterstaff or Mace 
Armour Restrictions: None 
Home Plane: Positive Energy 
Turn: Normal 
Time of Worship: Late Afternoon 
Gifts:  2nd Rank gain Quarterstaff or Mace Specialisation as per fighter class  
 3rd Rank gain Create Food & Water 
 4th Rank gain Insightful 
 
 

 
The bearded Merrithrawn is the God of bards, sometimes called the charm-singer. In 
legends, he is so persuasive that he can change the very machinery of the universe to suit 
himself, simply by talking it around. Rogues often favour Merrithrawn, as he embodies the 
charm and panache that lets you talk your way out of a sticky situation. 
Typical Followers:   Bards, Musicians, Rogues 
Passion:  Good [Trustworthy, Helpful] Neutral [Independent, Self Centred, Vain, Harmony]  

Symbol: Lyre in a circle 
Mayor Spheres: All, Charm, Elemental all, Protection  
Minor Spheres: Divination, Healing 
Prerequisites: CHA 13 



 
 

Bonus Professional Skill:  Influence  
Favoured Weapon:  Add Short Sword 
Armour Restrictions: Light only 
Home Plane: Positive Energy 
Turn: Normal 
Time of Worship: Evening 
Gifts: 1st Rank gain Predict Weather 
 2nd Rank gain Obscurement 
 3rd Rank gain Cure Serious Wounds 
 4th Rank Gain Tongues    
 5th Rank gain Control Weather 
 
 
 

Wandul is the holly-crowned god of the winter months, the god of the cold and the dark. He 
comes when the darkness begins to grow greater than the light. As with many of the darker gods 
of the pantheon, the only time when he is worshipped is when people want him to stay away. 
Worshippers of Wandul are few and are usually fighters or barbarians who revere him as a 
challenging, grim deity of strength. Some humans believe that Wandul was originally a god of 
the giants, left behind from an earlier time. 
Typical Followers:   Fighter, Barbarians, Non Humans 

Passion: to use society and its laws to own benefit - Evil [Chaotic, Bloodthirsty] 
Symbol: Holly covered tankard 
Mayor Spheres: All, Combat, Elemental Ice & Water, Protection 
Minor Spheres:  Healing 
Prerequisites: STR 13 for humans 
Bonus Professional Skill:  Brawn   
Favoured Weapon:  Footman's Mace 
Armour Restrictions:  
Home Plane: Positive Energy 
Turn: Normal 
Time of Worship: Midnight 
Gifts:  1st Rank gain Arcane spell Cold Shield 
 2nd Rank gain Foot Mace Specialisation as per fighter class  
 3rd Rank gain Arcane spell Wall of Ice 
 5th Rank gain Arcane spell Ice Storm, 
 

 
Wohoon is the god of the wild things, brother to Hernun. He is not fully human and has the ears 
and teeth of a wolf. There is nothing of civilization about him at all. The only worshippers of 
Wohoon are those who live their lives in the outdoors. Everyone else is content to honour him 
for what he is - the wild, animal nature that they have left behind. 
Typical Followers:   Nomads, Barbarians, Goblinoids etc. Some Druidic Bards and Druids, 
Passion: belief in chaotic balance - Neutral[Chaotic, Lack of Morality] 

Symbol: Wolfs head 
Mayor Spheres: Animal, Elemental all, Summoning, Weather 
Minor Spheres: Divination, Healing 
Prerequisites:  Nomad or Barbarian 
Bonus Professional Skill:  Track 
Favoured Weapon: Great club & Sling 
Armour Restrictions: Light only 
Home Plane: Positive Energy 
Turn: No 
Time of Worship: Choose your own time 
Gifts: 1st Rank gain Great Club or Sling Specialisation as per fighter class 
 2nd Rank gain Specialisation of the weapon you did not take at 1st Rank. 



 
 

 3rd Rank gain Alacrity 
 4th Rank gain Swiftness  
 
 

Yosa charm-weaver is the Goddess of all crafters and makers, from the blacksmith and 
woodcarver to the seamstress and even the stonemason. She is depicted as a statuesque woman 
with long scarlet hair, bearing the wheel that is her sacred symbol. The wheel represents all 
crafts, being simultaneously the potter's wheel, the spinner's treadle and the Waggoner's 
cartwheel. Hers is the knowledge that is passed down within the home; not just the simple 

business of managing a house but the crafter's art, vitally important in a cottage industry in which each home is 
also a place of business. As the Goddess who manipulates matter into new patterns, she is also a Goddess of 
magic and of weaving the threads of invisible force. Clerics of Yosa favour the magic of the hearth and home 
above the more convoluted rituals of high magic. Images of Yosa in clay are often kept above the hearth beside 
those of Hombul, to protect the house. 
Typical Followers:   Crafters, Mages, Dwarves, Gnomes. 
Passion: to create a strong orderly society to make life better for all. - Good [Lawful, Reliable, Traditional] or 
Neutral [Harmony, Well balanced] 
Symbol: The Wheel 
Mayor Spheres: Astral, Elemental all, Protection 
Minor Spheres: Healing 
Prerequisites: DEX 12 INT 14 
Bonus Professional Skill:  One Craft [any] 
Favoured Weapon: Sling, Dagger 
Armour Restrictions:  
Home Plane: Positive Energy 
Turn: as Good 
Time of Worship: Evening 
Gifts:   1st Rank - Gain gift of Appraise, Calculate, Dry, Repair from Arcane Cantrip's 
 2nd Rank - Gain Arcane Spell Know Languages to your spells,  
 3rd Rank - Gain Sling or Dagger Specialisation as per fighter class 
 4th Rank - Gain Arcane  Spell Tongues to your spells 
 5th Rank - Gain Spell Lesser Creation 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Callistan Pantheon 
 

Callistan covers all Elf deities under Birth the high god 
Typical Followers:   Elves 
Passion: Neutral to Good 
Symbol: Golden leafs in a circle 
Mayor Spheres: All, Astral, Charm, Combat, Creation, Divination, Guardian, Healing, 
Necromantic, Protection, Summoning, and Sun.  

Minor Spheres: Elemental  
Prerequisites: None 
Home Plane: Positive Energy 
Turn: Normal for Good or Neutral 
Time of Worship: Early Morning 
 
 

Brith. High God and head of Callistan pantheon. When the star goddess Nuith first attempted to 
create a light for her children on earth to see by, she gave birth to the goddess Lumiya, the moon. 
Although the elves, created by Nith, saw well enough by the silver light of Lumiya, it was too 
changeable and faint for the other creatures and so Nuith focused her will and created the 
brilliant light of Brith, the sun.  Brith is the sun god of the Callistan pantheon and the chief deity 
of all. With the exception of the insane god Jubb, the other gods acknowledge his authority and 

obey his commands. He appears as a powerfully built male elf, armoured with golden chainmail and bearing a 
double-handed sword that shines like the sun. In place of his original left hand is a mechanical one made from 
mithral.  
Typical Followers:   Elf warriors and nobles 
Passion: Moral code to uphold lawful order and traditional government. Good- [Tradition, Honourable, Loves 
Nature, Lawful]; Neutral [Upholds Law, Respects Order] 
Symbol: The Sun surrounding a Mithral fist 
Mayor Spheres: All, Charm, Elemental Fire, Sun, Combat 
Minor Spheres: Healing, Protection, Divination 
Prerequisites: SIZ 11 & STR 12 
Bonus Professional Skill:  Oratory 
Favoured Weapon: Great sword 
Armour Restrictions: None 
Home Plane: Positive Energy 
Turn: As Good or Neutral 
Time of Worship: Sunrise 
Gifts:  2nd Rank gain Great Sword Specialisation as per the Fighter class 
 4th Rank gain the ability to cause your Great Sword to have golden flames around it adding D4 to its 
damage 
 5th Rank gain Great Sword Mastery as per the Fighter class 
 
 
 

Arosi  is the pale Goddess of intoxication. As such, she is honoured and feared by elven 
society; honoured for the rapture her gifts bring and feared for the dangerous rage that can 
result. Her image is placed upon chalices and drinking vessels in order to secure her blessing 
and remind her that she is not forgotten. Among the elves, it is customary (when drinking at a 
formal occasion) to pour at least one bottle of wine on the ground in honour of fair Arosi, as a 
libation.  

Her patronage extends to all things that appear enticing and yet conceal peril for the unwise, such as flowers 
that are beautiful but secrete poisons. She is not evil, but she is dangerous. She takes the form of a beautiful, 
slender elven woman with ice-blonde hair and a deceptively innocent smile. 
Typical Followers: any  Elves and humans who like drink 
Passion: Moral code belief in Chaos. Neutral - [Chaotic, Rage, Lack of Morals, Spiteful] 
Symbol: Circle with a Lilly Pad in it 



 
 

Mayor Spheres: All; Astral, Plant 
Minor Spheres: any two others except elemental & Animal 
Prerequisites: Passion to drinking to excess 
Bonus Professional Skill:  Seduction or Craft Brewing or Brew Poison 
Favoured Weapon:  Dagger 
Armour Restrictions: None 
Home Plane: Positive Energy 
Turn: none 
Time of Worship: Late Evening 
Gifts:  2nd Rank gain the spell Create Beer or Wine, same as Create water but only 2 gallons [8 Lt] 
 3rd Rank gain Create Food and Alcohol [the same as Create Food and Water but the drink is any 
alcohol you want] 
 4th Rank gain Berserk Rage. You do not get to control the rage or chose enemies it is always the nearest 
person, to you, that you attack. Also you take all damage it is not halved, with the drink effects you take two 
fatigue levels when it ends. 
 

 

Jubb   The fearsome Jubb is pale as a corpse and has eyes of dull red. He is utterly insane. To 
the elves, he symbolizes the battle-madness that can take over a warrior's mind. He was the first 
male child of Nuith but was found unfit to rule, because of his madness. He represents the 
wildness that the civilized elves are proud to have outgrown. Wild elves often revere Jubb, 
seeing in his madness a spontaneity and joy in life that is to be emulated.  Jubb dresses in spiked 
amour whose pieces seem to have come from several different sources. It is chaotic and ill 

matched, covered with chains and hooks, decorated with checkerboard patterns in one place and grinning 
demon faces in another. Believed to be responsible for the Orc's and other mad and evil creatures.  
Typical Followers:  Wild Elves, Orcs 
Passion: Chaotic Madness. Evil - [Chaotic, Insane, Hate] 
Symbol: Spiked armour 
Mayor Spheres: Animal, Combat, Protection 
Minor Spheres: Elemental all, Healing 
Prerequisites: non civilised  
Bonus Professional Skill:  Survival 
Favoured Weapon: Spiked Footman's Fail 
Armour Restrictions: any as long as it has spikes, chains ect. 
Home Plane: Negative Energy 
Turn: As Evil 
Time of Worship: Midnight 
Gifts:  2nd Rank gain Foot Fail Specialisation as per the Fighter class 
 3rd Rank gain Pin Weapon Defensive Combat Effect for your armour without needing a critical 
 4th rank gain Pin Weapon as above for attack as well. 
 
 
 

Kyros Threadcutter   is the Elvin god of law, reason and exactitude. He clears away illusion and 
reveals truth. Those who ensure that the Law is kept, such as city officials, lawyers and 
guardsmen, worship him. Despite his intellectual prowess, he is a very popular God among 
warriors, as he also stands for honesty and plain speaking. In a party of adventurers, a priest of 
Kyros will insist on action over debate. Kyros is depicted as a grave young man in dark clothing, 
wearing ornaments of office and carrying a lamp. His symbolic weapon is the rapier, adopted by 

the priests because of its piercing directness. 
Typical Followers:  State Officials, Warriors 
Passion: Moral code to law, reason, honesty, plain speaking and exactitude. Good - [Helpful, Honest, Law, 
Reliable] 
Symbol: A Rapier 
Mayor Spheres: All, Combat, Guardian, Protection,  



 
 

Minor Spheres:, Divination, Healing 
Prerequisites: INT 14; POW 12 
Bonus Professional Skill:  Insight 
Favoured Weapon:  Rapier 
Armour Restrictions: None 
Home Plane: Positive Energy 
Turn: As good 
Time of Worship: Midday 
Gifts:  1st Rank gain the Spell Light  
 2nd Rank gain the Gift of Alacrity 
 3rd Rank gain Rapier Specialisation as per the Fighter class 
 4th Rank gain the Gift of Swiftness 
 
  
 

Lumiya is the elven goddess of the moon. She rules the night as Brith rules the day. She was 
the first of the gods to emerge from the starry body of Nuith and carries more of her mother's 
wisdom than any of the other children. She is the goddess of those who prophesy the future and 
has a special dominion over the hours of rest, when elves enter trance. This means she is also 
goddess of dreams, which often bring visions of what is to come and of healing, which is greatly 
aided by sleep. The light of Lumiya is also that by which night creatures hunt. She is both the 
protector of animals and the patroness of hunting. If an animal escapes the chase, then it is said 

that Lumiya has blessed it; if the hunting party brings home meat, then thanks are given to Lumiya. Finally, as 
the changing moon, she is patroness of the tides of the sea. 
Typical Followers:  Female Elven Rangers, Hunters, Females,  
Passion: Moral code to being good regardless. Good - [Altruistic, Helpful, Protector Animals] or Neutral - 
[Respectful of nature, Harmony, Well balanced]  
Symbol: the Crescent Moon in a dark Oval 
Mayor Spheres: Animal, Divination, Healing, Elemental Water 
Minor Spheres: All 
Prerequisites: none 
Bonus Professional Skill:  Tracking 
Favoured Weapon:  Sickle 
Armour Restrictions: None 
Home Plane: Positive Energy 
Turn: As good 
Time of Worship: Moonrise 
Gifts:  2nd Rank gain the gift of Oracle [the ability to interpret others dreams] 
 3rd Rank gain Hide in Shadows as per the Thief class 
 4th Rank gain the spell Pass without Trace 
 
 
 

Melmoth, Gaunt, saturnine sometimes called ‘the king of shreds and patches', takes the form of 
a male elf with black hair in straggly tangles. His features are hollow, as if he had gone hungry for 
many days. His clothes are tattered and torn and he wears a long, hooded cloak. 
Melmoth never rests, moving on from place to place eternally. As a God who exemplifies both 
magic and ceaseless wandering, he is thus the God of all those elven mages who take their magic 
from town to town, looking for employment. He personifies the need that many elves feel for 

solitude and distance from the claustrophobic nature of cities, as well as the wanderlust that draws so many of 
them to roam far from their homes. Followers of Melmoth generally enjoy good relations with druids, as they 
share their respect for wild spaces. Many bards also worship him, because of their wandering ways. 
Typical Followers: Mages, Bards, Male Elf Rangers 
Passion: Moral code to kind individualism Good or Neutral [Independent, Self centred, Respect of Nature, 
Wanderlust] 
Symbol: Hooded Cloak 



 
 

Mayor Spheres: Creation, Healing, Protection 
Minor Spheres: All, Animal, Plant 
Prerequisites: INT 14 
Bonus Professional Skill:  Any one Lore 
Favoured Weapon:  Quarterstaff,  
Armour Restrictions: Light Only 
Home Plane: Positive Energy 
Turn: As good 
Time of Worship: Choose a time for yourself and stick to it 
Gifts:  2nd Rank gain all Mage Cantrips  
 3rd Rank gain Quarterstaff Specialisation as per the Fighter class 
 4th Rank add any one Arcane Rank 1 Spell to your divine spells 
 5th Rank add any one Arcane Rank 2 spell to your divine spells 
 
 

Valkazz  the Childfree is the goddess of warrior women. She is called ‘the Childfree' not 
because she is virginal, but because she stands for a way of life that does not involve bringing 
up the young. In the Elven religions, women who choose a path other than that of child-rearing 
and home-making are respected for it. Although males may enter her service, her clerics are 
always female. Priestesses of Valkazz often worship her with riotous celebration that would 
put any men's feast to shame. While a cleric of Valkazz is engaged in active temple service, 
she may take as many husbands as she wishes, but may not become a mother. Should she 

become pregnant, she must retire from temple service until the child is born, in which event it is either given 
over to be adopted or the priestess retires altogether, a much rarer event.  Valkazz is depicted as a female elf 
dressed in leather amour, with broad shoulders and braided waist-length hair. In addition to being a goddess of 
war, she is also a bringer of favourable winds, so it is customary for an image of Valkazz to be placed at the 
prow of a ship. Female only clerics.  
Typical Followers:  Female Elves 
Passion: Moral code to total balance in the world. Neutral -  
Symbol: Long Sword crossed with Wind Lines 
Mayor Spheres: Combat, Creation,  Protection, Weather 
Minor Spheres: All, Healing,  
Prerequisites: Female Elf 
Bonus Professional Skill:  Lore Strategy &Tactics 
Favoured Weapon: Long  Sword 
Armour Restrictions: Light 
Home Plane: Positive Energy 
Turn: As good 
Time of Worship: Evening 
Gifts:  2nd Rank gain Long-Sword Specialisation as per the Fighter class 
 3rd Rank gain Artful Dodger as per the Thief class 
 4th Rank add Arcane Spell Feather Fall to your divine spells 
 5th Rank add Arcane Spell Fly to your divine spells 
 
 

 
Vendyss, the voluptuous is the Goddess of the volcano's heart. In the Callistan pantheon, 
she has presidency over all things of fire, metal and searing heat. She is depicted as a 
woman wreathed in fire, with hair the colour of metals in a forge. Legends relate that when 
she lay down to rest in the aftermath of creation, her flaming hair spread through the 
cooling mantle of the earth, in strands of silver and gold and glimmering copper. These 
then became the filigree threads of ore that trail through the rock and can be restored back 

to metal once again with the application of her own fire. Clerics of Vendyss are typically weapon smiths, 
armour smiths and jewellers. Those who make their living working with metal rely on her blessings to prosper 
at their trade. As she is the Goddess of precious metals and of fortunes found under the earth, she is also 
considered to be the Goddess of wealth itself, bringing good luck at the time when it is most needed. Her 



 
 

weapon is the trident, which resembles a flaming torch cast in metal. Clerics of Vendyss have a great respect 
for non-evil dragons, will always assist them if they are in need and will never assault one except in self-
defence. 
Typical Followers:  weapon smiths, armour smiths and jewellers 
Passion: Moral code to being good regardless, any but Evil 
Symbol: Flaming Trident 
Mayor Spheres: All, Creation, Elemental Fire,  
Minor Spheres: Healing, Protection 
Prerequisites: none 
Bonus Professional Skill: Craft Metal Working 
Favoured Weapon: Trident 
Armour Restrictions: None 
Home Plane: Positive Energy 
Turn: As good 
Time of Worship: Daybreak 
Gifts:  1st Rank gain Arcane Cantrip's Ignite and Warmth to your divine spells 
 2nd Rank add Arcane Spell Burning Hands to your divine spells 
 3rd Rank add Arcane Spell Fireball to your divine spells 
 4th Rank add Arcane Spell Lesser Creation using Metal only to create metal items to your divine spells 
 



 
 

Other minor gods. 
 

 
The Sun King worshiped in the Topaz is a divertive of Aranu and is seen as the same in 
other area's. 
Typical Followers:  Topaz citizens 
Passion: uphold order and government - Neutral  

Symbol: a Crown with the Sun shining on it 
Major Spheres: All, Divination, Protection, Sun, 
Minor Spheres: Astral, Combat, Healing, Guardian, 
Prerequisites: Topaz citizen 
Bonus Professional Skill:  Oratory 
Favoured Weapon: None   
Armour Restrictions: None 
Home Plane: Positive Energy 
Turn: None  
Time of Worship: Sun rise 
Gifts:  2nd Rank add Arcane Spell Shield to your divine spells 
 3rd Rank add Arcane Spell Magic Missile to your divine spells 
 4th Rank add Arcane Spell Fireball to your divine spells 
 
 

 

 Marian religion.  Worshiped in Caldraza  
The worship of previous kings, who impart their strength to the ruler through the worship 
they receive. [seen as an aberration in the rest of the world] Dress a purple tunic with a 
Golden mace woven boldly into it. 
Typical Followers:  Caldrazians 

Passion: Any to uphold order and government 
Symbol: Golden Mace 
Mayor Spheres: All, Divination,  
Minor Spheres: all others 
Prerequisites: Caldrazian citizen  
Bonus Professional Skill:  Lore General Knowledge 
Favoured Weapon:  Mace  
Armour Restrictions: None 
Home Plane: Positive Energy 
Turn: As Passion 
Time of Worship: Late Afternoon 
Gifts:  1st Rank gain Polygot gift 
  2nd Rank Mace Specialisation as per the Fighter Class. 
 3rd Rank gain Insightful gift 
 4th Rank gain Healthy gift 
 
 
 

 Old Ways, The 
Pantheon: None 
Typical Followers: Druids, witches, farmers, Elves, Gnomes, fauns, satyrs, centaurs, 
Human barbarians, Halflings, Elf, and Gnome, as well as many of the woodland beings 
such as sprites dryads, etc. 
Passion: Any 

Symbol: A sprig of mistletoe 
Mayor Spheres: All, , Healing, Animal, Elemental all, Plant, Weather 
Minor Spheres: Divination,  
Prerequisites: POW 11, CHA 11 



 
 

Bonus Professional Skill: None 
Combat Style: As per druid 
Armour Restrictions: May only wear non-metal armour 
Home Plane: Prime Material 
Turn: Nil 
Time of Worship: Midnight 
Gifts: As per druid 
The Old Ways represent the worship of nature as opposed to that of an actual deity. It is called this as it 
predates organised religion by thousands of years, and is, by default, the spiritual beliefs practised by druids, 
and in some cases, witches. Followers of a particular spirit e.g. Water gain the effects of a specialist cleric for 
spells cast in that place of that type. 
 
 
Orlanth, God of Storms 
Pantheon: None 
Typical Followers: Barbarians, farmers and other commoners. 
Passion: Good or Neutral 
Symbol: Hammer 
Mayor Spheres: All, Combat, Protection, Weather 
Minor Spheres: Charm, Healing 
Prerequisites: Cleric, typically of northern barbarian descent; POW 11, SIZ 15, STR 14 
Bonus Professional Skill: Lore Farming or Survival 
Favoured Weapon: Hammer or Club 
Armour Restrictions: None 
Home Plane: Prime Material 
Turn: As per cleric 
Time of Worship: Midday 
Gifts:  Rank 2, clerics of Orlanth can create rain in a 4,000 square metre area (almost 1 acre).  
 
 
 



 
 

The Star Constellations 
 

All peoples believe in the power of the star signs and the power of 'Nuith', the starry heavens the creator of all 
life that lives in the light. The sign you are born under influences your life in some way. Each of these stars are 
part of constellations, which determine the type of energy concerned and the benefits that are conferred upon 
those who are born under them.  
The characters should each have a birth sign from the list below. Note that more than one character can choose 
the same sign. The player character, as all heroes seem to, must have a birth mark somewhere on their body it is 
usually silvery-blue in colour and takes the shape of the symbol associated with the appropriate star. You 
should decide whether the birthmark is visible when the character is clothed or not and were on the body it is. It 
must be from an inch to a foot in size. 
As the year progresses, each of the constellations in turn appears on the horizon. The months are thus named 
after the twelve signs, so that the year begins with the month of the Great Wolf and ends with the month of the 
Watchman. Months are of 4x7 day weeks with a change day between each month which is a holiday in most 
places. There is a rough correspondence between the sign and the activity of the month in peasant communities 
for example, the month of the Reaper corresponds with harvest time. 
 
 
Each Star Sign has two benefits that a person born under that sign can draw upon. It requires the successful use 
of your star sign passion to use the ability once a session or the use of a luck point at any time. 
 
 

The Star Signs 
 
1. The Great Wolf 
A wolf's head baring its teeth, with a single star forming the gleam in its eye. The wolf represents the threat of 
starvation during the cold, dark months of winter, but is also a positive sign, as he devours the old year and its 
woes. Those born under the wolf's sign are usually practical, down-to-earth people, with a tendency to be harsh, 
having contempt for the soft and weak. They are fiercely protective of their few true friends and allies. 
 Benefit: improve you weapon size by one step for a successful attack/parry while protecting another or 
plus 20% for any Influence roll. 
 
2. The Unicorn 
The unicorn's star-tipped horn, reminiscent of the icicles of winter, breaks the horizon as the snowdrops break 
the cold earth. It is as cold, bright and pure as the ice but brings the promise of renewed life. 
People born under the unicorn are enthusiastic, keen and direct. They can become obsessive when they want 
something and they stop at nothing to get it. They detest circumlocution and petty debate when there is action to 
be taken. 
 Benefit: Gain plus 20% to any skill for any instant direct action taken for a scene [no stopping to think, 
in other words your first action choice without discussion] or plus 20% to will power to hold to a point of view 
for a scene.  
  
3. The Delver 
The earth has now softened after the winter frosts. The symbol of a man or, as some say, a dwarf digging the 
ground represents the sowing time when the farmers plant seeds in the soil. A star gleams at the tip of his 
shovel. Those born under this sign are often curious, inquisitive people, with a desire to look below the surface 
and find out the secrets of others. 
 Benefit: Plus 20% to perception for a scene or plus 20% to Insight skill for a scene. 
   
 4. The Wave 
Heavy rains and floodwaters follow the full thaws of spring. The Wave is the symbol of the rushing waters and 
signals the beginning of the season of safe sea voyaging.  Those born under the Wave tend to be insightful, 
empathic people,  though like the waters they can be deceptive and shallow. 
 Benefit: Plus 20% to your Deceit for a scene or plus 20% to Insight skill for a scene. 
 
 



 
 

5. The Satyr 
With spring in full bloom, the blood runs hot in man and beast alike. The Satyr is the sign of animal energy, 
fully restored to life. This is an exultant sign, representing joy in one's own strength and the freedom to exercise 
it. Those who have the Satyr as their birth sign enjoy life to the full. They can sometimes annoy people by 
taking nothing seriously, treating life as one big joke. When they are in the mood to be cruel, they can be 
viciously sadistic in the name of their own fun. 
 Benefit:  Plus 20% to any skill roll for a scene which causes annoyance to others, or improve any 
wound effect caused by one step not the actual damage . 
 
6. The Rose                            
The Rose is the beauty of the blossoming earth made manifest in the heavens, though its thorns also symbolise 
treachery and cruelty for its own sake.  The people of the Rose are often physically attractive and able to 
manipulate those around them by subtle cues. They make good leaders, whether of heroes or villains.      
 Benefit: Plus 20% to Seduction or Oratory skill for a scene. 
 
7. The Firedrake 
A firedrake is the old name for a dragon, specifically one who breathes flame. This sign symbolises the searing 
heat of summer. It also calls to mind the dim memory of the time when dragons would visit the towns of men to 
receive tribute; this would always be in the seventh month, as the herds and crops were at their fullest then, 
allowing for the greatest plunder. Those born Firedrakes are difficult to read; they conceal deep thoughts behind 
placid faces and can smoulder with resentment for years before taking action. They are usually rational and 
calm, though they can break into furious fits of passion when provoked or stirred. 
 Benefit: Improve a Passion by +20% for one scene or plus 20% Deceit for a scene. 
 
8. The Reaper 
The Reaper appears at the end of summer, the figure of a tall man with a sweeping scythe. He stands for hard 
work, the fruits of labour and the reward or punishment that waits for you after death. This is an auspicious sign 
to be born under, signifying the power to conquer whatever lies before you. Those born under the Reaper's 
scythe are strong-willed, sometimes to the point of bullheadedness. They do not give up easily. 
 Benefit: Plus 20% for any Endurance or Willpower skill roll for a scene. 
 
9. The Flail 
The Flail is both the tool that threshes the barley and the weapon of the same name. As the Flail rises in the sky, 
the earth beneath is scourged by wind and rain. Summer is over and the hardships  of the darker months begin. 
Those whose sign is the Flail are meticulous and focused. They are very thorough in their investigations and 
tend to stick doggedly to a task until it is achieved. They make excellent researchers; many wizards are born 
under this sign. 
 Benefit: Plus 20% to non opposed Endurance or Willpower skill required to finish a task, or improve 
any INT based skill used for research result by one step [not spell casting]. 
 
10. The Spinner 
The Spinner is one of the more mysterious signs: a huge spider, with eight closely clustered stars for eyes.  The 
common interpretation is that the spider stores up food and weaves webs, reflecting the work of stockpiling and 
cloth spinning that happens at this time. Other interpretations see the spinner as the sign of magic, weaving the 
web of fate and trapping the unsuspecting with charms. Spinners are patient people by nature, who enjoy 
making plans and hatching plots. They can bide their time for a long while before taking quick, decisive action.  
 Benefit: Plus 20% to a related skill for a scene when doing a carefully planed action [taking at least 15 
minutes of planning] or plus 20% when casting a charm spell, this does not effect the level you can cast at. 
                               
11. The Spectre 
The eleventh month is often said to be of ill omen. The animals are slaughtered on its first day, in the blood-
harvest; by the end of the month, the bitter cold of the season has usually claimed its first victims. The sign of 
the Spectre is a grim reminder of death, which also has its place in the order of things. It also recalls the belief 
that the souls of the dead are believed to revisit the world during this month, to make sure they have not been 
forgotten.  Those born under the sign of the Spectre seem to be older than their true age, as if they were 
recalling some previous life. 



 
 

 Benefit: Plus or minus 20 to one Willpower skill die roll, or plus 20% to any Lore skill for a scene. 
 
12. The Watchman 
Sixteen stars form the shape of a man holding a lantern aloft. His lantern is the brightest star in the sky, the 
symbol of hope through the winter months. Characters born under the Watchman make natural leaders. They 
have a nigh-unshakable confidence in themselves, which radiates to those around them. This leadership ability 
makes them superb teachers, battle leaders or even criminal bosses. 
 Benefit: Add 10% to the bonus you have when adding or helping any character with a skill or plus 20% 
to your Oratory skill for a scene.  
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